Who are the Millionaires?
There have been lots of studies regarding the wealthy in America. Books such as "Millionaire Next Door", "The Millionaire Mind", "Think and Grow Rich" (all 3 excellent, by the way - if you haven't read them you should) and volumes of others have examined the affluent, picked apart who they are and how they became that way.
A few years ago a prominent magazine released a study depicting a breakdown of 100 individuals in the United States with a net worth of (at least) 1 million dollars. 100 millionaires in this nation got there this way:
< 1% - Misc
Athletes, gaming winners and those who inherited their fortunes account for a combined total of less than 1%
3% - Senior Officers of Large Corporations
Here are your Presidents, CEO's, COO's, CFO's, etc. of the Fortune 500 type of companies. They are compensated well, have major stock holdings in their firms and typically sit on Boards of Directors of other large firms.
12% - Big Ticket Sales Representatives
Those "super sales people". These folks often times sell high-dollar, big profit items like real estate, yachts, private jets, some big time stock brokers may fall into this category.
10% - Doctors and Lawyers
Of course most doctors and lawyers do not make this kind of money, but you do have that top 10% - neurosurgeons, marquee plastic surgeons, trial and corporate attorneys, large law practice partners, etc.
74% - Business Owners
Speaks for itself. These are people who are their own boss. Opened a company, rolled up their sleeves, and just made it happen.
Now. Examining the list above and considering your own personal financial goals. If accumulating enough wealth to become financially independent is one of those goals - what's your most probable way of attaining it?
Are you likely to become a multi-million dollar professional athlete?
Are your parents millionaires & one day are going to leave it all to you? Are you likely the next CEO of Intel Corp? Will you be becoming a Beverly Hills plastic surgeon any time soon? Can you sell mansions in Miami Beach?
The truth of the matter is, for most of us there is but ONE path.
Business ownership. And if you're in the fitness services industry, there's one company that stands head & shoulders above the rest. You SHOULD investigate AF-USA ASAP. Achieve Fitness USA. We weren't labeled "The best business ownership opportunity in the fitness
industry in America today" for no reason.
Getting on the road to riches and fulfillment starts with a decision followed by action! If you're not enrolling in law school this week, then why not investigate the business ownership opportunities that AF-USA presents?
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